Purpose: Variance-based sensitivity analysis (SA) is described and applied to the radiation dosimetry model proposed by the Committee on Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) for the organlevel absorbed dose calculations in nuclear medicine. The uncertainties in the dose coefficients thus calculated are also evaluated. Methods: A Monte Carlo approach was used to compute first-order and total-effect SA indices, which rank the input factors according to their influence on the uncertainty in the output organ doses. These methods were applied to the radiopharmaceutical (S)-4-(3-18 F-fluoropropyl)-L-glutamic acid ( 18 F-FSPG) as an example. Since 18 F-FSPG has 11 notable source regions, a 22-dimensional model was considered here, where 11 input factors are the time-integrated activity coefficients (TIACs) in the source regions and 11 input factors correspond to the sets of the specific absorbed fractions (SAFs) employed in the dose calculation. The SA was restricted to the foregoing 22 input factors. The distributions of the input factors were built based on TIACs of five individuals to whom the radiopharmaceutical 18 F-FSPG was administered and six anatomical models, representing two reference, two overweight, and two slim individuals. The self-absorption SAFs were mass-scaled to correspond to the reference organ masses. Results: The estimated relative uncertainties were in the range 10%-30%, with a minimum and a maximum for absorbed dose coefficients for urinary bladder wall and heart wall, respectively. The applied global variance-based SA enabled us to identify the input factors that have the highest influence on the uncertainty in the organ doses. With the applied mass-scaling of the self-absorption SAFs, these factors included the TIACs for absorbed dose coefficients in the source regions and the SAFs from blood as source region for absorbed dose coefficients in highly vascularized target regions. For some combinations of proximal target and source regions, the corresponding cross-fire SAFs were found to have an impact. Conclusion: Global variance-based SA has been for the first time applied to the MIRD schema for internal dose calculation. Our findings suggest that uncertainties in computed organ doses can be substantially reduced by performing an accurate determination of TIACs in the source regions, accompanied by the estimation of individual source region masses along with the usage of an appropriate blood distribution in a patient's body and, in a few cases, the cross-fire SAFs from proximal source regions.
INTRODUCTION
The standard method of organ-level absorbed dose calculation in nuclear medicine is described in the pamphlet 21 of the Committee on Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD). 1 It relies on the knowledge of the spatial and temporal distribution of an injected radiopharmaceutical in the patient's body and the specific absorbed fractions (SAFs). The former is characterized by time-integrated activity coefficients (TIACs) which are necessary input quantities in the MIRD schema. The option for obtaining such data is direct patient imaging and quantification or pharmacokinetic modeling. SAFs are usually derived by Monte Carlo calculations in the geometry of the human body. The latter is either represented by patient computed tomography (CT) image sets or simulated by a generic anatomical model. Stabin, 2 Flux et al., 3 and Mattsson 4 pointed out the benefit to the patient of individualized dosimetry in nuclear medicine. Individualized dosimetry according to the MIRD schema requires the estimation of individual TIACs and the computation of SAFs based on patient-specific anatomical data. However, the collection of patient data required for the calculation of individual TIACs is often not done in routine clinical practice. Moreover, despite the rapid spread of hybrid nuclear medicine imaging devices integrating CT scanners, organ segmentation in individual CT image sets is likewise not usually done. Consequently, such individual data are often approximated by reference TIACs and reference anatomy. This approach is prone to considerable uncertainties. There is a need to quantify uncertainties in computed doses in applications such as toxicology, pharmacology, medicine, 5 or in epidemiological studies. 6 It is also of interest to study ways to enhance the accuracy of internal dose estimates.
Paquet et al. 5 and Stabin 7 summarized the main sources of uncertainties associated with internal dosimetry. Stabin 7 stated that the total uncertainty can amount to a factor of 2 or more. Spielmann et al. 8 quantified uncertainties in computed organ doses for seven radiopharmaceuticals. Besides the uncertainty analysis reported so far by different authors, a key procedure used to assess the quality of a model-based study is sensitivity analysis (SA). 9 This is an evaluation of the relative importance of different input factors on the model output. SA may yield the following practically important results: first, identifying those input factors that have a large influence on the uncertainty in the model output, therefore indicating an efficient way to decrease the overall uncertainty; and second, fixing those input factors that do not affect the model output over their realistic range of variation, thus reducing the model complexity. Saltelli et al. 10 denoted the foregoing considerations as "factor prioritization" and "factor fixing", respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we refer to the calculation of organ absorbed dose coefficients as the "model" and the dose coefficients thus computed as the "model output".
Ferretti et al. 11 showed that the majority of published papers use "one-factor-at-a-time" (OAT) SA approach. This strategy evaluates the effect on the model output of the change of one variable input at a time around a selected point (often the mean value), while keeping all other inputs constant. This approach neglects any interaction among the input parameters. Additionally, with OAT the input space is not fully interrogated. This effect becomes more severe with the increase of the number of input parameters ("curse of dimensionality"). 9 In contrast to OAT, global variance-based techniques [12] [13] [14] are effective and do not require the assumptions of linearity and additivity of a model. Additionally, the SA procedures, described in Ref. [10 and 14] for example, intrinsically include the uncertainty analysis and, hence, provide both uncertainty and sensitivity of the model output at once. In some works, 15 SA was used for pharmacokinetic models only. There has been little application of a global variancebased SA to organ dose estimation according to the MIRD schema.
The objective of this work was to quantify the uncertainties in the internal organ dose coefficients, when calculated in accordance with the MIRD formalism. 1 Two sources of uncertainty are considered: interindividual variability in TIACs and interphantom variability in SAFs. We aim at identifying the most influential inputs among the sets of TIACs and SAFs for the uncertainty in the computed output doses via the application of variance-based SA techniques. 14 As an example study, we applied these methods to the radiopharma-
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Considered model for organ absorbed dose estimation
In this work, we examined the standard model of organ absorbed dose computation, described by Bolch et al. 1 According to it, the absorbed dose coefficient d(r T ) in the target region r T is calculated as:
with In Eqs.
(1) and (2) r RoB and r S denote source region rest of body and other source regions, respectively. r RoB is equal to the total body r TB excluding all other source organs and tissues r S . M TB and M r S are masses of r TB and r S , respectively; E i and y i are mean energy and yield of radiation i, respectively; E and E 0 are energy and maximum energy of the bspectrum, respectively. P(E) is the number of b-particles emitted at energy E per MeV per nuclear transformation.
PðEÞ Á E Á SAFðr T r S ; EÞdE; for continuous emission spectra (b-spectrum) P i E i Á y i Á SAFðr T r S ; E i Þ; for discrete emission lines (photons)
TIAC(r S ) and TIAC(r RoB ) denote TIACs for r S and r RoB , respectively. SAF(r T r S , E) are SAFs for energy E, emitted in region r S and absorbed in r T .
A fixed urinary bladder model for the reference bladder content volume of 200 ml was used to compute the absorbed dose coefficients to urinary bladder wall. As can be seen from Eqs. (1) and (2), the input factors for the model include TIAC(r S ) and TIAC(r RoB ), the terms S(r T r S ) and S(r T r TB ) for all combinations of r T and r S and all considered radiation types, E i and y i for each radiation i, as well as masses M TB and M r S . The latter values were taken from the corresponding masses of the employed human computational phantom (see Section 2.D.). We assumed E i , y i and b-spectrum of the considered radiation types to be constant. Thus, the variable input parameters of the model comprised the TIACs and the SAFs. For the sake of convenience, we denote them as TIAC input factors and SAF input factors.
For the output Y (where the number of outputs Y is equal to the number of considered r T ) we can write: 
with the model f defined by Eqs. (1) and (2) and the number of independent input factors being equal to 2k, where k is the number of source regions. The model f was implemented in an in-house MATLAB-based (MATLAB, version 8.0.0.783 (R2012b), The MathWorks, Inc., Natick Massachusetts, 2012) program, which utilizes discrete photon energies and detailed b-spectra from Publication 107 16 of the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). This program includes the option of mass-scaling of the SAFs, first proposed in the MIRD Pamphlet 11 17 for the whole-body anatomical models and described elsewhere 18 for whole-body and partial-body phantoms. In this work, we also computed values denoted in the following as "weighted dose coefficients". They were calculated as a weighted sum of individual organ absorbed dose coefficients times their tissue weighting factors given in ICRP Publication 103. 19 The main difference between the weighted dose coefficients computed here and the effective dose coefficients defined by ICRP 19 is that the weighted dose coefficients are not sexand age-averaged. Moreover, we excluded the following organs and tissues from their calculation: endosteum, lymphatic nodes, oral mucosa, muscle tissue, uterus, and prostate. All these regions were excluded because they were not present in at least one of the considered phantoms. In our SA study, we assumed the employed tissue weighting factors to be constant.
2.B. Variance-based sensitivity analysis
The variance-based SA techniques were implemented according to the development of Saltelli et al.
14 for first-order (or main) effect indices and of Jansen 20 and Saltelli et al. 14 for total-effect indices based on the work of Sobol'. 12 Using the same nomenclature as in Eq. (3) for a model Y = f(X 1 ,X 2 ,. . ., X i ,. . .,X n ) with n independent input factors (n = 2k in Eq. 3), the first-order effect sensitivity index for the input factor X i is defined as: The total-effect sensitivity index S T i for the input factor X i includes the first-order effect and all the interactions of X i . 21, 22 Thus the fraction of output variance caused by X $ i alone, that is the first-order effect sensitivity index for X $ i , needs to be excluded. According to these considerations and the law of total variance, S T i is given by
where , where the importance of the corresponding input factor increases with increasing values of the SA index. For example, S i = 0 and S T i ¼ 0 mean, respectively, no main effect influence and no influence of the corresponding input factor on the model output. S i = 1 means that the uncertainty in the output is solely caused by the variability of the input X i . Pursuant to the definition, S T i ! S i , since the total-effect index includes main effect and all interactions of X i .
In this work, a Monte Carlo technique was used to evaluate uncertainty and sensitivity of a model. According to this technique, all variable input factors are simultaneously sampled from their assigned distributions, providing a vector of input factors (X 1 ,X 2 ,. . .,X i ,. . .,X 2k ) 1 . The model output is calculated with the vector of input factors (X 1 ,X 2 ,. . .,X i ,. . .,X 2k ) 1 and denoted as f(X 1 ,X 2 ,. . .,X i ,. . .,X 2k ) 1 . This procedure is repeated N times, giving a matrix A of input factors with a size N 9 2k, where the j-th row represents the j-th sample of the input factors (X 1 ,X 2 ,. . .,X i ,. . .,X 2k ) j . The model is executed for each sample of the inputs, providing a vector of outputs Y = f(A) of length N. The variability of the output Y can be thus evaluated:
The relative uncertainty is computed as:
The generated samples of inputs and the corresponding model outputs are used for the SA. Saltelli et al. 14 proposed the following approach to compute S i :
where N is the number of model evaluations. A and B are independent sampled matrices of input factors with a size of N 9 2k, generated as described above for the example of matrix A. A ðiÞ B is equal to the matrix A, except for the column i, which is taken from the matrix B, thus X i = const (see Eq. (4)). (A) j and (B) j are the j-th rows of A and B, respectively. It should be noticed that the independence of A and B is ensured by an independent sampling of the vectors of input factors. V(Y) is computed using the outputs Y evaluated for both input matrices A and B.
S T i can be obtained simultaneously with S i according to the method proposed by Jansen 20 and Saltelli et al. 14 :
An in-house MATLAB-based program was developed to compute S i and S T i according to Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively. Various values of the number of model executions N were used to evaluate and ensure the convergence of the computed SA indices.
2.C. TIAC input factors used in the sensitivity analysis
Activity data of a novel radiopharmaceutical 18 F-FSPG designed for positron emission tomography (PET) imaging of malignant diseases were employed in this work. The activity data were initially acquired by Smolarz et al. 23 from five healthy volunteers (two men, three women) and used for the development of the compartmental pharmacokinetic models for this agent, as reported elsewhere. 24 The 11 source regions for 18 F-FSPG included kidneys, bladder content, heart, thyroid, salivary glands, pancreas, stomach wall, liver, spleen, rest of body and blood.
The values of TIACs employed here were originally computed as the area under the organ time-activity curves predicted by compartmental pharmacokinetic models elsewhere 24 for the case of blood being a distinct source region. For 18 F-FSPG 11 TIAC input factors were considered, that is equal to the number of the source regions. Thus k = 11 in Eq. (3).
2.D. Employed anatomical models and SAF input factors
In this work, six human computational phantoms were considered. Table I summarizes the employed anatomical models, used abbreviations and the references to the original works describing them in detail. Figure 1 shows the anatomical models from Table I along with their body mass index (BMI).
We used the SAFs of monoenergetic photon and electron sources calculated for the considered phantoms (see Table I and Fig. 1 ) with the Monte Carlo code EGSnrc 29 in our previous work. 18 Since the cross-sections for electrons and positrons of the same energies are very similar in the considered energy range of the b + -spectrum of 18 F (from zero to the endpoint energy E 0 = 633.5 keV), 30 the SAFs of electron sources with the additional two 511 keV annihilation photons were used instead of the respective SAFs of positrons for the internal dosimetry in this work. The SAFs of monoenergetic electrons of various energies ranging from zero to E 0 were subsequently integrated over the detailed b + -spectrum of 18 F from ICRP 16 to obtain the S-values according to Eq. (2). Thus, the SAFs of the discrete electron energies explicitly employed in the Monte Carlo calculations 18 were not considered as input factors in the SA. The S-values were used instead. Despite this simplification, for the sake of convenience these input factors are denoted SAF input factors, analogously to the photon component. For each radiation type, the number of considered sets of SAFs is equal to the number of source regions for the employed radiopharmaceutical. Thus, it is equal to 11 in case of 18 F-FSPG (see Section 2.C).
In the computational phantoms Irene and VisHuman, the heart wall was not segmented, and only the whole heart was available. Thus, heart wall was replaced by heart for these two phantoms. Breast of RCP-AM was employed for VisHuman, where no breast was present. Otherwise, as mentioned in Section 2.A, organs and tissues were excluded from the computation of weighted dose coefficients, when these regions were absent in at least one of the considered phantoms. For the urinary bladder dosimetry, the SAFs for photon and discrete electron energies computed by Andersson et al. 31 for the bladder content as source and bladder wall as target were employed here for all phantoms. Hence, no Note that P-SCP-AM and P-BCP-AM are denoted as Pat2M and Pat1M, respectively, in the referenced study. 18 variability of SAF(UB wall UB cont ) among the anatomical models was considered (where UB wall and UB cont refer to urinary bladder wall and urinary bladder content, respectively). The mass-scaling of the SAFs to the reference organ masses of RCP-AM was applied.
17,18
2.E. Sampling of the input factors
The low-discrepancy (also called quasi-random) sequence developed by Sobol' 32 was used to generate the samples of the independent variable input factors. Such deterministic sequences attempt to minimize the discrepancy, i.e., make the quasi-random points as well spaced as possible in a unit hypercube. Averaged over all projections in a multidimensional unit hypercube, the points in the Sobol' sequence 32 are distributed with a greater uniformity than random (or pseudo-random) numbers and, therefore, provide an accelerated convergence of the computed SA indices.
As described in Sections 2.C and 2.D, the considered model originally included 33 variable input factors for each model output: 11 TIAC and 22 SAF input factors (11 for photon-and 11 for b-components). For the same source-target pair, photon and electron SAFs cannot be considered uncorrelated inputs because they both depend on the positions of the source and the target relative to each other. For this reason the same quasi-random numbers were used for sampling the photon and the electron SAFs for the same combination of source and target regions. This decreased the dimensionality of the model from 33 to 22 dimensions.
A truncated normal distribution (without the negative tail) was assigned to the input factors. The parameters l and r (mean and standard deviation, respectively) of the probability density functions were computed from the five volunteer-specific sets of the TIACs for the TIAC input factors and from the phantom-specific sets of the SAFs for the SAF input factors. They are shown in Table II for the TIAC input factors. For the distributions of the SAF input factors for photons and electrons, the calculated parameters l and r are given in Tables III and IV, respectively. We set the number of model runs to N = 4096. Thus, N = 4096 Sobol' quasi-random points 32 were generated for each of the independent matrices A and B in a 22-dimensional unit hypercube with a MATLAB-based program 33 distributed by the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission. The independent matrices A and B, each with a size of 4096 9 22, were generated according to the procedure described by Saltelli et al. 14 It was verified whether with this sample size the convergence of the computed sensitivity indices S i and S T i was achieved, meaning whether S i and S T i were numerically stable and their values changed only insignificantly with further increasing the number of model runs. Note that the size of a sample generated with deterministic quasirandom sequences in general and with the Sobol' sequence in particular can be increased if the convergence is not achieved with the originally selected number of model executions. The first N quasi-random (Sobol') numbers (and model executions) in the increased sample remain the same and, thus, they do not require model re-evaluation. The uniformly distributed Sobol' points were converted to the points from the desired truncated normal distributions with the precalculated parameters l and r using the inverse cumulative density function. 3. RESULTS Figure 2 shows mean values, standard deviations, and relative uncertainties in the computed absorbed dose coefficients and weighted dose coefficients. These uncertainties were caused by interindividual variability in TIACs and interphantom variability in SAFs (as shown in Tables II-IV) .
Each sample in Fig. 2 includes 2N=8192 dose coefficients calculated with both sampled matrices of input factors A and B (see Section 2.B). The relative uncertainty in weighted dose coefficient amounted to approximately 10%. The computed relative uncertainties in the absorbed dose coefficients were between 10% for urinary bladder wall and 30% for heart wall. Since one standard deviation was used to compute the relative uncertainties, for normally distributed values the presented error bars include approximately 68% of the 2N = 8192 dose coefficients. Figure 3 shows the computed SA indices for the absorbed dose coefficient for spleen depending on the number of model executions. As it can be seen, with a small number of model runs, the SA indices were not stable and large fluctuations occurred. Nonetheless, both first-order and total-effect indices converged relatively fast. About 800 model runs were sufficient to achieve the convergence in this case. For other outputs the used number of model executions N = 4096 was also sufficient to ensure the convergence of the presented values S i and S T i . Due to the relative simplicity of the model and the used implementation, the pure execution time of SA for the studied model with N = 4096 runs on a 3.10 GHz computer was approximately 0.05 s. Figure 3 demonstrates that for spleen, which is a source region for 18 F-FSPG, TIAC(spleen) is the most influential parameter for the uncertainty in absorbed dose coefficient for spleen with S i ½TIAC(spleen) ¼ S T i ½TIAC(spleen) ¼ 0:67. The influence of SAF(spleen blood) is also shown in Fig. 3 (S i [SAF(spleen blood)] = 0.17 and S T i ½SAFðspleen bloodÞ ¼ 0:18). This result is consistent with the fact that spleen is a highly vascularized organ. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that no higher order effects were observed in this case, since the computed total-effect SA indices were approximately equal to the respective first-order effect indices.
A subset of the scatter plots and the respective SA indices for the absorbed dose coefficients for small intestine wall and lungs are presented in Figs Being target regions and not sources for 18 F-FSPG, small intestine wall and lungs receive radiation doses from the cross-fire from other source regions. The example in Fig. 4 shows that the uncertainty in the output was mainly caused by the variability in the cross-fire SAFs from the proximal sources, for example, SAF(small intestine wall UB cont ) for absorbed dose coefficient for small intestine wall, where Figure 6 shows the first-order effect SA indices for all considered target regions. Each horizontal line in Fig. 6 contains S i in gray color-codes for all input factors and a selected output. Figure 6 breaks down the uncertainty in each output dose coefficient presented in Fig. 2 into parts caused by each input factor variability. In Fig. 6 , these contributions are numerically expressed by the corresponding values of S i . The computed total-effect SA indices were similar to those of the first-order and, thus, are not presented here. The similarity of main and total-effect SA indices indicates that no substantial higher order effects were observed in the model. Another indication of the absence of notable higher order effects in the studied model is that
Several trends can be seen from Fig. 6 . The uncertainty in the computed doses for the source regions was dominated or, in some cases, solely defined by the variability in the activities accumulated in the respective source regions (see the diagonal line of high S i in the lower left corner of Fig. 6 ). The results showed that for the target regions, which are not sources, the most influential factors for the uncertainty in the computed doses were the cross-fire SAFs from proximal sources. For example, the variability in SAF(adrenals kidneys) had the greatest impact on the uncertainty in the absorbed dose coefficient for adrenals (S i [SAF(adrenals kidneys)] = 0.60) and the variability in SAF(r T UB cont ) on the absorbed dose coefficients for small intestine wall (S i [SAF(small intestine wall UB cont )] = 0.60), gonads (S i [SAF(gonads UB cont )] = 0.59) and colon wall (S i [SAF (colon wall UB cont )] = 0.27). To a lesser extent, but nonetheless non-negligible, was the influence of the integrated activities accumulated in the proximal source regions, for example for adrenals and gonads, S i [TIAC St-wall stands for stomach wall; S-glands -for salivary glands; UB-cont -for urinary bladder content; Ht-wall -for heart wall; RoB -for rest of body.
Medical Physics, 45 (7), July 2018 St-wall denotes stomach wall; S-glands -salivary glands; UB-wall -urinary bladder wall; Ht-wall -heart wall; UB-cont -urinary bladder content; RoB -rest of body.
Medical Physics, 45 (7), July 2018 St-wall denotes stomach wall; S-glands -salivary glands; UB-wall -urinary bladder wall; Ht-wall -heart wall; UB-cont -urinary bladder content; RoB -rest of body. Medical Physics, 45 (7), July 2018
(kidneys)] = 0.14 and S i [TIAC(UB cont )] = 0.32, respectively. For the targets that do not have high blood contents and are located distantly from the source regions, e.g., eyes, eye lenses, skeleton, skin, extrathoracic airways (ET), or brain, the variability of TIAC(r RoB ) was an important factor, contributing to the uncertainty in the absorbed dose coefficients (see Fig. 6 ). For the organs with substantial mass fractions of blood, the SA indices for the input factors SAF(r T blood) and TIAC(blood) amounted to high values (see Figs. 5 and  6 ). This illustrates the importance of an accurate determination of SAF(r T blood) and blood activities in dosimetric studies in nuclear medicine. The change in SAF(r T blood) had the highest impact on the uncertainty in the weighted dose coefficient (Fig. 6 ) with S i = S T i = 0:31. Each of the variable input factors TIAC(St -wall), TIAC(UB cont ), TIAC (blood), TIAC(r RoB ), and SAF(r T UB cont ) accounted for approximately 10% of the variance of the weighted dose coefficient.
DISCUSSION
The global variance-based SA allows studying the interplay effects of any possible simultaneous perturbation of the inputs on the variance of the model output. It does not require the studied model to be analytical. All these aspects make the global variance-based SA superior compared to more frequently used OAT or Gaussian error propagation.
As part of the Monte Carlo-based SA approach implemented in this work, the uncertainties in the absorbed dose coefficients for various target regions were computed. Two sources of uncertainties were investigated: the interindividual variability in the TIACs and the differences among the anatomical models employed for dosimetry. The TIACs were computed based on the individual-specific pharmacokinetic models in our previous work. 24 The pharmacokinetic models were assumed to be fixed. Thus, the uncertainties associated with the model structure were neglected. Another limitation of this work is the omission of several sources of uncertainties related to image acquisition and image quantification that might be more important, in particular for SPECT systems. Therefore, the overall uncertainties in the organ absorbed doses are potentially larger than the reported values. The variability in the tissue weighting factors 19 employed in the computation of weighted dose coefficients was not considered. Xie and Zaidi 34 investigated another source of uncertainty in the computed organ doses associated with respiratory motion. Despite this effect being negligible for most organs considered by Xie and Zaidi, 34 the authors reported cases where it can be perceptible. Although consideration of all of the foregoing sources of uncertainties is of interest, it is beyond the scope of the current study.
Six anatomical models representing slim, reference and overweight individuals were employed in this study to construct the distributions of the SAF input factors. The models covered the range in the BMI from 19.2 to 31.9 kg/m 2 . Although it cannot be claimed that all possible anatomic variations were covered, the considered interphantom differences were not limited to the six employed models. The tails of the normal distributions assigned to the input factors covered a broader range of SAFs than that of the six considered phantoms. The Sobol' sequence ensured the sampling of the input factors also from the less probable areas of the input space. The same holds true for the variations of the TIAC input factors, whose distributions were constructed based on the activity data of five volunteers. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the considered differences in the input factors are an adequate estimate for their variability. The uncertainty in the absorbed dose coefficient for bladder wall was the lowest, since the same values of SAF(UB wall UB cont ) calculated by Andersson et al. 31 were used for all phantoms. Thus, the uncertainty in the output in this case was caused predominantly by the variability of TIAC(UB cont ). The utilization of SAF(UB wall UB cont ) derived by Andersson et al. 31 was more appropriate here rather than the usage of the corresponding phantom-specific values. For a certain type of radiation and energy, the foregoing SAFs are dependent on the volumes of the bladder content and the thickness of the bladder wall. Thus, if the phantom-specific values of SAF(UB wall UB cont ) were used, the differences in the bladder volumes segmented in the phantoms and in the thickness of the bladder wall, which is often limited by the voxel size, would introduce additional artificial variation in the SAF input factors. Although a dynamic bladder model would be more appropriate for the estimation of doses to the bladder wall, the application of variance-based SA to this model is beyond the scope of the current work. The highest uncertainty was observed for heart wall absorbed dose coefficient. The reason for this was a high interindividual difference in TIAC(Ht -wall) and the fact that heart wall of two phantoms was modeled as the whole heart.
Computational phantoms with all required regions segmented and blood properly distributed in various body organs are to be used in the SA. Otherwise, additional artificial variations in the SAF input factors could be introduced and lead to different and possibly inadequate results of the SA. For this reason, no organ surrogates, besides the whole heart for the heart wall, were used in this work, and organs that are not present in one or more phantoms were omitted, except the breast of the VisHuman for which the SAF values of the RCP-AM have been used. The value denoted as weighted dose coefficient was an adequate estimate for the effective dose coefficient. Only few target regions were excluded (see Section 2.A). Since these regions are not notable sources for 18 F-FSPG, the expected absolute absorbed dose coefficients for them are not high. The corresponding tissue weighting factors are also relatively low (0.01 for endosteum and approximately 0.006 for other regions that are part of the remainder tissues).
The absorbed dose coefficient for each source region r S was, of course, highly dependent on the TIAC(r S ). For the relatively low energies of the b + -spectrum of 18 F the dose absorbed in r S is mainly due to the self-absorption in this region. The applied mass-scaling of the self-absorption SAFs eliminated the interphantom variability in these values and thus the uncertainty in the output dose coefficients for r S was mainly caused by the variability in the respective TIACs. Considering the sources of uncertainties related to activity quantification would increase the overall variability in TIACs, and hence the shown effect of TIACs would potentially become even more prominent. Thus the accurate determination of TIAC(r S ) substantially improves the accuracy of the computed absorbed dose coefficients for source regions r S . It also implicitly includes the estimation of the source region masses needed for mass-scaling of the self-absorption SAFs. A high importance of SAF(r T blood) for the organs with substantial mass fraction of blood was observed. The values of SAF(r T blood) are independent of the relative positions of organs in anatomical models though. They are defined by the blood contents of the respective organs r T . This shows that the determination of the individual blood contents of organs has the potential to notably decrease the uncertainty in the computed absorbed doses for highly vascularized organs.
Although the MIRD schema includes the product of the input factors TIAC(r S ) and SAF(r T r S ), no considerable higher order effects were observed. This was due to very low absolute values of SAF(r T r S ) compared to TIAC(r S ) in case r T 6 ¼ r S and negligible variability in SAF(r T r S ) when r T = r S .
In this work the available activity data of a radiopharmaceutical designated for PET diagnosis were employed. Although the agent used is rather exotic compared to such radiopharmaceuticals as 18 F-FDG, we believe that some of the results obtained for 18 F-FSPG hold true for other agents distributed via blood (e.g., a high importance of TIAC(r S ) for source regions r S and SAF(r T blood) for the organs with substantial mass fraction of blood). The example considered is a dosimetry study with a diagnostic agent. The overall level of accuracy required for dosimetry in a diagnostic study is lower than that for patients undergoing radiopharmaceutical therapy. Nonetheless, the developed framework is independent of the radiopharmaceutical used. The applied methods could be extended to therapeutic agents taking into account the differences in dosimetry approach (e.g., using patient-individual geometries instead of generic computational phantoms).
CONCLUSIONS
The global SA is a powerful model-independent method to investigate the effect on the model output of simultaneous changes of the variable input factors. It accounts for the possible interactions in the model and effectively explores the input space. Such variance-based SA, accompanied by an uncertainty analysis as part of its procedure, was applied in this work to internal dosimetry in nuclear medicine according to the MIRD schema. For each output organ absorbed dose coefficient an uncertainty along with the set of the first-order and total-effect SA indices were computed. The results of this investigation show that uncertainties in the estimated absorbed dose coefficients for source regions are dominated or, in some cases, solely caused by the variability in the respective TIACs, if applying mass-scaling of the SAFs. Such mass-scaling requires the knowledge of total body mass and masses of individual source regions, which are typically determined as part of the procedure of absolute activity quantification. A high impact of SAFs for blood as a source region was shown for organs with substantial mass fractions of blood and for the computed weighted dose coefficient. The results indicate the potential to notably reduce uncertainties in computed absorbed doses in nuclear medicine by the usage of proper blood distribution in a patient's body, accurate determination of TIACs, and source region masses and -in a few cases -by the accurate estimation of the cross-fire SAFs from proximal source regions.
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